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This presentation is organized into 4 sections:

1. CPD Overview – describes our organization, the relationship between Planning 
Services and Development Services work together, and the importance of 
planning

2. Strategic Framework - to provide an overview of Plan Denver – CPD Planning 
Services 2012/2013 Strategic Plan

3 Performance Management – to propose our recommended metrics3. Performance Management to propose our recommended metrics

4. Improvement Projects – examples of the types of Improvement Projects we will 
use to ensure success
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(Animated slide)

CPD has three main functions: planning, permitting and inspection

Coordination of all three are essential to successfully carrying out the mission of 
CPD
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This work also triggered additional investment in nearby Lower Downtown and 
Highlands
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Area is poised for significant investment over many years with a planned total development: 3,000 residences, 
2 6 million sf office 1 2 million sf retail2.6 million sf office, 1.2 million sf retail
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Plan Denver is organized into a hierarchy: 

1. Vision

2. Mission

3. Values/Guiding Principles

4. Goals are divided into Work Program Goals and Operational Goals and each 
Goal has Action Items
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Strong correlation between Plan Denver Vision and Citywide Vision
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Strong correlation between Plan Denver Mission and Citywide Mission
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It is important to establish work program goals in order to ensure we are always 
t t i d ti i d i i ki f j t b d t d t ff tistrategic and proactive in our decision making for projects, budget and staff time. 

They should always work towards achieving our vision, mission and goals.

The work program goals focus on our key responsibilities including: planning, 
infrastructure, regulatory and partnership.



These provide more detail of each goal and the corresponding action items.  The 
action items are the projects in our work program that align with the goal.  

All Action Items are to “Complete” or “Begin” the plan, study or initiative within 
2012/2013.
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These provide more detail of each goal and the corresponding action items.  The 
action items are the projects in our work program that align with the goal.  

All Action Items are to “Complete” or “Begin” the analysis, study or initiative.
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These provide more detail of each goal and the corresponding action items.  The 
action items are the projects in our work program that align with the goal.  

All Action Items are a compilation of several action items associated with the 
Denver Zoning Code, Landmark Preservation Ordinance and Urban Design 
Standards and Guidelines such as completing amendments to an ordinance or set 
of guidelines and administering the regulations.
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These provide more detail of each goal and the corresponding action items.  The 
action items are the projects in our work program that align with the goal.  

These Action Items are to “Create” a partnership strategy tailored to internal (e.g. 
Public Works, OED) and external partnerships (e.g. Neighborhood Organizations, 
Business Districts, Historic Denver)
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Whether we are engaged in a longer term, community engagement project or a 
h t t t d i li ti ti l d i j bshorter term, customer driven application; our operations rely upon doing our job 

effectively, efficiently and of the highest caliber performance. 

Therefore it is important for PS to focus in 2012/2013 on: professional development, 
process/procedures, tracking implementation and communications



These provide more detail of each goal and the corresponding action items.  The 
action items are the projects in our work program that align with the goal.  

•Creating a Professional Development Plan for each staff member will compliment 
the PEP

•Managing our budget and leveraging other funding sources to expand opportunities 
for trainingfor training

•Develop a workload management approach to ensure equitable distribution of 
work, align skills and accomplish professional goals
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These provide more detail of each goal and the corresponding action items.  The 
action items are the projects in our work program that align with the goal.  

•Examples of external processes are those where customer typically initiate such as 
a zone map amendment or historic district designation.

•Examples of internal process are staff guides, or “How to Manuals”, for managing a 
small area plan processsmall area plan process.

•Geographic Information Systems is essential to ensuring accurate, efficient and 
thorough analysis – supporting Geospatial Denver is pivotal in executing all aspects 
of our work plan 
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As we just described our plan provides an organized structure that all funnels into 
Vi i d Mi iour Vision and Mission:

•The mission is accomplished by achieving the goals

•The goals are accomplished by carrying out the action items

•Therefore our approach to measuring our success is by establishing a set of 
metrics that can be tied to our mission and each goal

The following is an overview of the proposed metric for each goal or an approach to 
a metric that will indicate success for each goal.

A metric for a mission is still under consideration.
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Here is the detail of each goal and the corresponding action items and the proposed 
metric or concept of a metric

Metric#1: Blueprint Denver calls for major investment and development to occur in 
Areas of Change.  Tracking the ratio of development and locations of development 
in AOC and AOS will allow us to confirm whether there is a high proportion of 
private investment occurring in AOC

Metric #2: Whether it is an AOC or AOS thoughtful planning creates greater 
certainty and predictability for private investment.  This also identifies other 
investment (capital improvements) that is tied to areas with an adopted SAP.  This 
metric will help us track whether areas with SAPs yield more/higher value 
investment in comparison to areas that do not have an SAP.  This is a near term 
indicator of our latest planning efforts.  Also under consideration is creating a 
“Before” and “After” snapshot of a neighborhood.
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Metric #3: As a starting point we want to begin tracking how many public 
infrastructure projects are direct implementation recommendations from our adopted 
plans.  This is important as a way to monitor the influence and success of our 
planning efforts on decisions relative to public investments.  

Also under consideration in lieu of this metric is creating an evaluation system 
where CPD can determine to what extent an infrastructure project implemented a 
plan.
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Metric #4: Regulatory and process improvements apply to rezoning, design review, 
designations, text amendments improvements.  Improvements will focus on 
efficiency and clarity, thereby improving the business climate/econ development for 
the city.  This will also improve our ability to have a quality outcome aligned with our 
vision.

While this is more of a tracking metric – a more sophisticated metric is under 
consideration
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Metric #5 –

Create an annual Internal Survey to partners such as Public Works, OED and Parks 
to assess the effectiveness and transparency of our process and communication.

Create an annual External Survey to partners such as INC, DHA, RTD, ULI to 
assess our collaboration and responsivenessassess our collaboration and responsiveness
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Metric #6: Assessing staff’s level of Engagement is effective in understanding your 
team’s overall capacity for high productivity and high quality work
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Metric #7: Intent is to direct customers to lower cost, more efficient channels and 
provide substantive information that meets their needs
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Metric #9: Survey would be handed out at public meetings and given to customers 
engaged in processes specific to Planning Services throughout the year
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As we develop more specific tactics to accomplishing our strategic plan there are a 
few improvement projects that we will initiate to improve the delivery of service and 
ensure the quality of our work program
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